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An ancient Taoist system for detoxifying and rejuvenating the internal organs• Presents
techniques to clear blockages in the body’s energy flow• Includes illustrated exercises to relieve
common ailments, revitalize the organs, and enable readers to take charge of their own health
and well-being• Focuses on the navel center, where negative emotions, stress, and illness
accumulateThe techniques of Chi Nei Tsang evolved in Asia during an era when few physicians
were available and people had to know how to heal themselves. Many people today have
symptoms that modern medicine is not able to cure because a physical source for the problem is
not easily found. The energies of negative emotions, stress, and tension--all common in modern
life--and the weight of past illness accumulate in the abdominal center, causing energy
blockages and congestion. When this occurs, all vital functions stagnate and myriad problems
arise. By practicing the techniques of Chi Nei Tsang, this stagnation is removed and the vital
organs surrounding the navel center are detoxified and rejuvenated.Master Chia teaches
readers how to avoid absorbing negative energies from others and take full charge of their
health through the self-healing techniques of Chi Nei Tsang. He offers fully illustrated exercises
that show how to detoxify the internal organs and clear the energy (chi) channels throughout the
body. He also presents methods for balancing emotions, managing stress, and observing the
body in order to recognize, ameliorate, and prevent maladies before they become a problem.

". . . an excellent guide with clear explanations." ― Diane C. Donovan, California Bookwatch,
March 2007"The system works to address conditions and symptoms modern medicine is often
unable to cure because a physical source for the problems cannot easily be found." ― Massage
Magazine, Feb 2008From the Back CoverHEALTH / MARTIAL ARTSThe techniques of Chi Nei
Tsang evolved in Asia during an era when few physicians were available and people had to know
how to heal themselves. Many people today have symptoms that modern medicine is not able to
cure because a physical source for the problem is not easily found. The energies of negative
emotions, stress, and tension--all common in modern life--and the weight of past illnesses
accumulate in the abdominal center, causing energy blockages and congestion. When this
occurs, all vital functions stagnate and myriad problems arise. By practicing the techniques of
Chi Nei Tsang, this stagnation is removed and the vital organs surrounding the navel center are
detoxified and rejuvenated.Master Chia teaches readers how to take full charge of their health
using the self-healing techniques of Chi Nei Tsang. He offers fully illustrated exercises that show
how to detoxify the internal organs and clear the energy (chi) channels throughout the body. He
also presents methods for balancing emotions, managing stress, and observing the body in
order to recognize, ameliorate, and prevent maladies before they become a problem.A student
of several Taoist masters, MANTAK CHIA founded the Universal Healing Tao System in 1979



and has taught and certified tens of thousands of students and instructors from all over the
world. He is the director of the Tao Garden Integrative Medicine Health Spa and Resort training
center in northern Thailand and is the author of twenty-six books, including the bestselling The
Multi-Orgasmic Man.About the AuthorA student of several Taoist masters, Mantak Chia founded
the Universal Healing Tao System in 1979 and has taught and certified tens of thousands of
students and instructors from all over the world. He is the director of the Tao Garden Integrative
Medicine Health Spa and Resort training center in northern Thailand and is the author of 25
books, including the bestselling The Multi-Orgasmic Man.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved.from Chapter 6Balancing Emotions and Tonifying OrgansWebster’s Medical
Dictionary defines tonicity as “Tonus; a state of normal tension of the tissues by virtue of which
the parts are ready to function in response to a suitable stimulus.” This describes the state in
which you want to leave the person’s body: Its systems are balanced and ready for whatever
happens next. Achieving this state may involve flushing out stagnant emotional blocks, stale
winds, and other decaying energies.Tonifying the Organs and Releasing Emotional
EnergyTonifying the organs begins to happen automatically right after they have been detoxified.
The energy spent by the organs in storing and processing the toxicity is now available for
beneficial use by the organs. In Chi Nei Tsang, points on the energy channels of those organs
are also stimulated. Tonification is very soothing, and you may easily cause the person to fall
asleep.Lungs1. One hand holds the lung point, Lung-1, on the chest, while the other hand is
massaging the lung area marked on the Chi Nei Tsang chart. Massage the point on both sides,
starting on the left.2. While you are pressing the points, the person being massaged should
inhale through your hands. When exhaling, he or she should softly make the Lungs’ Sound
(Ssssssss) and visualize the color white. Both of you may feel sadness coming out, or a heavy
sigh. After the lungs’ energy has been cleared of negative influences, try to sense whether it is
strong, healthy, cool, and dry. Be aware of your particular methods of sensing. You may be very
good at noticing emotional response, or better at determining subtle changes in organ
temperatures. You might have your own method or strong intuitive feelings. Sometimes the
change in energy is dramatic, but at times it can be subtle.3. If more energy is required, stimulate
Large Intestine-4 (LI-4) in the web of the thumb and forefinger.4. Monitor the lungs’ pulse on the
wrist.All the organs can be tonified similarly, but do not fear that a lot of unpredictable emotional
energy is going to come your way. Usually one emotion will release, and this will help to relax the
tension in the neighboring organs according to the Laws of the Five Phases of Energy.You can
work together to forestall or lessen the impact of the emotional release. If your client loses a
positive state of mind, teach him or her how to recapture it, or the negative emotion that is
released could be transferred to you. If you can determine what negative emotions are
predominant, both of you should focus on the opposite positive emotion as you begin the
emotional release. Both of you should do the Inner Smile as well.HeartWhen a person is
impatient, anxious, hasty, and/or feels hatred, the heart area will be congested, tight, painful,
and blocked. Breathing can be difficult. To release the tension and tightness and increase self-



esteem and confidence, massage the sternum close to the heart.1. Use the one finger
technique, starting from the top of the sternum working down in small spirals to the tip of the
sternum. If you find painful parts, work slowly and gently, but spend time on it. Look at the
person’s face. If it shows pain, just hold the point at the tip of the sternum and HT-7 for a while.
Massage the tip of the sternum gently and carefully since it is soft. Work thoroughly as you
massage from the top of the sternum down to its tip.2. Massage in between the ribs and the
places at which they are joined to the sternum. Work specifically in the area below the
collarbone. Here you will find painful spots on most people.3. If there is a lot of pain, ask the
student to make the Heart’s Sound (Hawwwwww) and visualize the color red as he/she is
massaged.Tonifying the Navel Center Chi and Reducing StressThis is an exercise to reduce
stress and recharge Navel Center Chi.1. Place the right thumb on the right hipbone and spread
the fingers over the kidney. The middle finger should be on the sacrum with the other fingers
lying along the spine. If you have small hands and are working on someone very big, just be sure
to cover the kidney with your hand. Use the hand to send energy to the kidney. A strong kidney
can nourish the whole body. It is especially beneficial for the lower abdomen, since it can release
lower back pain and tension.2. Place the left palm above the navel, just below the sternum.
Press down with the left palm in a counterclockwise circular motion. Press up with the right hand.
Gradually, move the left palm lower toward the navel.3. Practice nine, eighteen, or 36 times. Rest
and concentrate on the navel for a while. Feel the Chi energy start to move in the navel and
collect at the Navel Center.4. Switch hands and do the same on the left side. Place your right
hand on the navel and your left hand on the hip and kidney. Use the right heel, palm, and fingers
to massage the Chi of the navel in clockwise movements gradually descending from the
sternum area toward the navel. You can do this nine, eighteen, or thirty-six times.Read more
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Othello, “Very informative. Great information I'm this book. I do recommend getting the
"advanced chi nei stang" as well as there are reference points in this book to it thanks will help
elivate your practice.”

Persia in Jacksonville, “I know how to perform organ massage on myself now. This book is
geared more toward a practitioner, with lots of page time given to removing negative energy
accumulated from treated patients but anyone can use those techniques. I got this book just for
performing chi nei tsang (chee neh song) on myself. Along with Mantak's youtube videos I know
have a relationship with my organs - team work. Before getting to the actual massage
instructions, there is education about the nature of universal energy and other Taoist beliefs as
well as physiology.”

Confirmed Reader, “Love the explanations, depth, and practices in this book. I don't know where
else you will find all these aspects, combine in one place.”

MattGcell, “A lot there. Mantak Chia has written many books over the years, some are better
than others. This is a book full of knowledge, with step-by-step instructions on how to do them. In
some of Master Chia's other books he'll brush over a topic and say if you are more interested to
get this other book of his, which is a great way to sell more books. Chi Nei Tsang is different, I
think it was before he realized that he could make more by splitting up the different information
into many books. It includes a lot about chi kung, the basis is 'healer, heal thyself' approach, so
Master Chia gives plenty of things to do in order to not only increase your own healing energy,
but increases your own health. Excellent book, highly recommended.”

Delbert Burhans, “Excellent belly massage manual.. Huge book with lots of information. I
recommend following up with some YouTube videos showing how this particular massage looks
in action.”

Spirit Harmony, “Highly recommended.. This was recommended by a teacher at a school of
Chinese medicine. I asked him which of three books on abdominal massage was best and he
recommended this one which was not on my list.It starts out with a lot of teachings on personal
cultivation - for the practitioner. That is valuable because you must be able to see/perceive.This
is a substantial course. (I now need bodies to practice on.)”

Da Revrend, “Manak is always good but even better here. He really gets into this great subject
and does an amazing job with it. This is an amazing -potentially life changing practice (if you
use it correctly and regularly and strongly) It also doesn't repeat subjects like alot of hi books do
and I like that.  Great technique from a true master.”



Ana Tkachenko, “Improve your health naturally. Great book.”

Reader, “Good book. Interesting and informative, easy to understand.”

Scott Bryant, “Five Stars. cool book good info in it”

Nordstern, “tolles Buch und eine wunderbare Massage. Chi Nei Tsang ist ein Buch über eine
spezielle "Bauch"-Massage im Bereich des unteren Dan Tian und entspringt dem "Universal
Healing Tao System" nach Großmeister Mantak Chia. ... Diese Massage zur Tiefenentspannung
des Unterbauches erlaubt uns einen guten Zugang zu lebenswichtigen Organen.Man sollte sich
schon ein wenig mit diesem System auskennen, ansonsten bringt dieses Buch nichts - nur lesen
heißt leider in diesem Falle soviel wie "nicht verstehen". Man kann es nicht gewinnbringend
(Gewinnbringend in Bezug auf die Gesundheit!...) für sich und auch nicht für andere einsetzen,
nur wenn man das Buch durchliest. Diese Massage muss man lernen! Wer wie ich, schon
einiges bei und von Mantak Chia lernen durfte und wer schon sehr lange und intensiv QiGong
praktiziert, der kann allerdings großen Nutzen aus diesem dicken Buch mit seiner wirklich guten
Anleitung ziehen.”

Isabelle Leblond, “La Maîtrise de Mantak Chia version MASSAGE. Bon, là l'anglais est
facilement lisible même pour moi... Et pis c'était moins cher ds la version Kindle et en anglais! Je
vise l'indispensable en attendant des jours plus fastes : Mantak Chia et son "Chi Nei Tsang"
pour le massage, volumes 1 et 2. Le top du top du massage donné par un Maître Taoïste. Et
pour compléter son enseignement, un p'tit conseil : "Eveillez l'énergie Curative du Tao", parmi
toutes ses productions livresques.Le conseil de Dame Isa : On trouve pleins de videos de Maître
Mantak Chia sur le net. Bon approfondissement.”

The book by Mantak Chia has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 100 people have provided feedback.
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